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Corrections, updated January 15, 2011.

Notation: x means page x, with xy indicating line y from above, xy
indicating line y from below.

415 replace “differention” by “differentiation”
1319+23 replace “pj,k” by “pk,j”
1812+18 replace “L1” by “L1”

248+7 replace “i = 0” by “j = 0”
247 add the sentence “The conclusion of Theorem 2.17 also holds

when the Vj are arbitrary open sets, since they can be replaced
by bounded sets Vj ∩ B(0, R) with R taken so large that K ⊂
B(0, R).”

425 replace “(̌ϕ” by “(ϕ̌”
4210 replace “(2.35)” by “(2.32)”
4415 replace “J ◦ T−1” by “JT−1”
6013 add the line “here ∂f = g.”
6214 replace “(C.11)” by “(C.10)”
634 replace “v” by “u” in two places
647 replace “χNu” by “χNu = χ(x/N)u”

652+5+6 replace “L2” by “L2” in the subscripts
652 replace “B(0, 1

j
)” by “B(x, 1

j
)”

66 let the footnote refer to (3.60) instead of (3.43)
7211 change the definition of ṽδ to

ṽδ(x) = ũ(α+β
2

+ 1
1−δ (x−

α+β
2

))

739 replace “perioodic” by “periodic”
7616 replace “m− 1)” by “m− 1”
799 replace “dyndx

′” by “dx′dyn”
839 replace “Ωb = {x ∈ Rn | 0 ≤ xj ≤ b}” by “Ωb, where Ωb

= {x ∈ Rn | 0 < xj < b}”
846 replace “ΩR” by “Ωb”
849 replace “the lemma” by “Theorem 4.29”
897 replace “(H,V, l(u, v))” by “(H, V, l0(u, v))”

12614 replace “Exercise 12.36” by “Exercise 12.35”
12610 replace “this theorem” by “Theorem 6.3”
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1271 add “(The constant 4/3 can e.g. be found as the maximum of
(1 + 2s+ 2t)/(1 + s+ t+ st) for s = |x|2, t = |y|2 ∈ R+.)”

1354 replace “dηdζ” by “dζdη”
13617 replace “when u” by “when ϕ”
1581 replace “Show that” by “Let Re b > −2. Show that”

2269−7 “ρ(m)” should be “%(m)” (such wrong fonts occur here and there
in the book)

32015 replace “LiC−” by “C−”
3493 replace “|p(ξ)| ≤ C for ξ ∈ X” by “|p(x)| ≤ C for x ∈ Ω”

35011 replace “βax2” by “βa(x2”
35213 replace “12.9 3◦” by “12.9”
3535 add the sentence “Moreover, H is dense in V ∗; this is seen

e.g. by observing that the mapping f 7→ `f from H to V ∗ is
the adjoint of the injection of V into H; here one can apply
Theorem 12.7.”

3598 replace ”at” by ”as”
36211 replace “eiθ” by “eiθ”

36819+20 remove “see in particular Exercise 4.14”
37023 remove “rr”
4345 replace “Exercise B.1” by “Exercise B.3”
4361 the signs “|” are superfluous

43713 the signs “|” are superfluous
44818 replace “order m” by “order k”

Additional exercises.

Exercise 6.39. Denote by `N2 (N) the Hilbert space of complex se-

quences x = (xk)k∈N with norm ‖x‖`N2 (N) =
(∑

k∈N |kNxk|2
) 1

2 <∞; the

corresponding scalar product is (x, y)`N2 (N) =
∑

k∈N k
2Nxkȳk.

(a) Show that V = `12(N) and H = `02(N) satisfy the hypotheses around
(12.36).

(b) Show that when V ∗ is considered as in Lemma 12.16, it may be
identified with `−12 (N).

(c) Let a(x, y) = (x, y)`12(N) + 2(x, y)`02(N), with domain V . Find the
associated operator A in H defined by Definition 12.14, and check the
properties resulting from Theorem 12.18.

Exercise 6.40. Let I be an interval of R. Show, by construction,
that the equation Du = f has a solution u ∈ D ′(I) for any f ∈ D ′(I).
Describe all solutions for a given f .
(Hint: The mapping from ϕ to ψ defined in the proof of Theorem 4.19
may be helpful.)
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Exercise 6.41. Define the sesquilinear form a1 by

a1(u, v) =

∫ ∞
0

(u′′v̄′′ + 2u′v̄′ + uv̄) dx, u, v ∈ H2(R+),

and let a0 be its restriction to H2
0 (R+). Let H = L2(R+), V1 = H2(R+),

V0 = H2
0 (R+).

(a) Show that the triples (H,V0, a0) and (H, V1, a1) satisfy the condi-
tions for application of the Lax-Milgram theorem (Theorem 12.18).

(b) Denoting the hereby defined operators by A0 resp. A1, find how
these operators act and what their domains are.

(c) Show that the operators are selfadjoint positive.

Exercise 6.42. Let Q = ]− 1, 1[× ]− 1, 1[⊂ R2, and let u(x, y) be the
function on R2 defined by

u(x, y) =

{
x+ y for (x, y) ∈ Q,
0 for (x, y) /∈ Q.

(a) Find the Fourier transform of u.

(Hint. One can first determine the Fourier transform of the function
1Q and then use rules of calculus.)

(b) Find the Fourier transforms of Dxu and Dyu.

(c) Determine whether u ∈ H0(R2), and whether u ∈ H1(R2).

Exercise 6.43. Let I = ]−1, 1[ , and let B denote the space of functions
ϕ ∈ C∞(I) satisfying ϕ(0) = 0. Show that B is dense in L2(I), but not
in H1(I).
(Hint. Recall that convergence in H1(I) implies convergence in C0(I).)


